
Go to www.downloadwhatsbest.com (works best connected to wifi)

Download app directly from website www.downloadwhatsbest.com or search the 
App Store for What’s Best .

Once downloaded, go to new user sign up at the bottom of the screen on the app: 
create user name, profile and password, then submit. 

Check your email inbox, open email from What’s Best to activate What’s Best  
(check your spam if not in your inbox).

After email activation: Go to What’s Best enter email and password to log in.

SET UP
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www.downloadwhatsbest.com

Invite friends to join: Invite icon is at bottom of screen.
 
On the home screen tap the top right menu icon to open menu: TAP add friend, 
look for friends to add but pressing the plus icon next to your friends name.
 
Accept friends by tapping the people icon at the top of the home screen.

INVITE FRIENDS
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Start sharing: Upload icon at bottom of home screen.
 
Upload screen click on the photo icon or video icon at the top of the upload 
screen to add photos and videos to your gallery.
 
Select the small black box in the corner of the image and video on the icon 
screen to select, send up to 5 pictures or videos at one time.
 
Once selected the images then tap the share icon at the bottom of the  
upload screen.
 
Select friends you would want to share with to help vote on what’s best by 
tapping the box next to the users name.
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SHARE WITH FRIENDS ACTIVATION

6 At the bottom you select if you want to share the album of images public  
(everyone can view) or private (only the selected users will be able to view)

Write something about the album for example: What’s best? What’s best for 
my profile picture? Which do you like? What color? Anything >>>Tap share

Go to home screen to refresh screen simply swipe your finger from the top of 
the screen down to refresh your recent uploads.
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Thank you for downloading have fun deciding What’s Best.

 

BestWhat’s



To vote, llike, comment and give your friends a star rating on your videos and images and photos.  
5 Stars is the best 1 is the least favorable.

You can vote on the images and videos from the home screen scroll down to help other users decide  
what’s best and swipe left to view an album.

You can press the star icon at the bottom of each image to see a tally of stars to see which photo or  
video received the highest number of stars.

Tap the like thumbs up icon to like the image/video and tap the comment box icon to write a comment.

VOTE
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5 OR you can go to the menu at the top right of the home screen and tap on review rating, then tap on  
the ratings tab and review and rate pictures and videos on the album or as individual photos.

Tap the Review tab to see the reviews your friends gave on your albums. Tap the check mark to see  
the review and click the X to delete.
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Tap the menu icon at the top of the home screen: Tap your user name to view your profile: View your 
profile, uploads, and can see your album. Click album to view recent posts and view your likes, comments, 
and star ratings.

The blue thumbs up will be seen first: The blue thumbs up indicates this was the most liked and voted on 
photo our of the album.

PROFILE
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ALBUM

At the top right of the home screen tap the menu icon.

Tap My Album: This feature allows you to access your recent posts and receive the feedback from 
friends, the photo with the blue thumbs up like icon is the most liked photo out of the album.

The number next to the star icon at the button of the photo is how many people gave a star rating.

If you tap the star icon under each image a tally of the stars or votes will be seen on how many stars  
were received, 5 being the Best.
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Thank you for downloading have fun deciding What’s Best.



On the home screen on the top corner tap on the menu icon: tap on change password: to change  
your password type in new password multiple times to confirm accuracy and submit.

CHANGE PASSWORD
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On the home screen tap the menu icon at the top of the screen: Tap on edit profile.

Change profile picture and change information about yourself.

EDIT PROFILE
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On home screen tap the world/notification icon at the top of the screen.

View your friends likes, comments and star ratings on your images or videos.

NOTIFICATIONS
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Tap the three dot icon on the home screen on the top right of the album.

Tap delete album to remove album 

DELETE ALBUM

1 Tap on the other user profile image to view profile and album of the other user.

VIEW OTHER USERS PROFILE

1 Tap on the users profile picture the profile will be viewed as well as an  
unfriend button - tap the unfriend button to remove from friends list.

UNFRIEND

1 On the home screen tap the menu icon at the top of the screen.

CANCEL FRIEND REQUEST

2 Tap add friend.

Tap cancel request next to user you no longer wish to add.

Have fun receiving feedback on whats best and help other’s decide.
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1 Home screen tap menu icon at top of the screen.

Tap log out.

LOGOUT
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Thank you for downloading have fun deciding What’s Best.


